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Summary

Context, Aim and Research Questions
Floods cause severe human suffering and huge economic losses. In the near future,
tens  of  billions  of  US  dollars  will  be  needed  each  year  to  protect  growing
populations worldwide. This poses a major financing challenge. Decisions on how
to allocate the often insufficient available funds for flood risk reduction do not only
involve questions about efficiency, but also about fairness and sustainability.
Uncertainty about the future increases the complexity of these decisions.

Cost-benefit analysis (CBA) is a decision support tool rooted in (social)
welfare economics. It can help organizations making these decisions, by presenting
all the positive and negative consequences of the decisions on social welfare. If
CBAs are applied correctly, the highest level of social welfare can be achieved.

In the context of floods, however, the welfare maximizing objective of
CBAs is beyond reach, as it is in other contexts as well. One of the reasons is the
many challenges in applying flood CBAs, which are partly technical or
philosophical in nature (e.g., different views about what social welfare is and how
to measure it), and which are partly practical (e.g., insufficient socioeconomic
data). Carrying out CBAs in practice therefore requires pragmatism and subjective
value judgements. Another reason, however, is that many ‘traditional’ flood CBAs
are currently being carried out incorrectly. This is especially true when they fail to
assign  adequate  social  welfare  values  to  the  benefits  of  flood  risk  reduction  –
values which depend on the income and social vulnerability of individuals – and to
the flexibility or robustness that different investment strategies may offer in dealing
with future uncertainty. If these failures can be (partly) overcome, CBAs will be
better able to support flood risk management decisions.

The main research question of this thesis is: How can a social welfare CBA
support flood risk management decisions in a context of uncertainty? To answer
this question, several sub-questions are posed. These questions are addressed in
four research chapters. I first briefly summarize these chapters, after which I
present and answer the research questions.

Research Chapters
Chapter 2, ‘Accounting for Risk Aversion, Income Distribution and Social Welfare
in Cost-Benefit Analysis for Flood Risk Management’, starts with a critique of
traditional flood CBAs which employ a risk-based approach. In these CBAs, risk is
valued  as  expected  annual  damage  (EAD),  that  is,  probability  multiplied  by
consequence, and risk reduction benefits are valued as the reduction of the EAD.
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This approach is risk neutral. It values ‘a dollar as a dollar’ and assigns equal
values to low probability/high consequence and high probability/low consequence
events  when  the  EAD  is  the  same.  This  approach  does  not  consider  the  risk
aversion of individuals who may value risk reduction benefits higher (i.e., are
willing to pay more) than the reduction of the expected annual damage; the
difference between willingness-to-pay and expected damage is the risk premium.
The risk premium is especially relevant for individuals who are highly socially
vulnerable to floods, in other words, who may lose relatively high fractions of
consumption.

In addition, traditional flood CBAs do not consider that the social welfare
value of a dollar (of, for example, flood risk reduction) depends on a person’s level
of income. Ignoring risk aversion and income differences in CBAs is not in line
with social welfare economics, in which the value of a dollar is higher for poor and
socially vulnerable persons than it is for non-poor and socially less vulnerable
persons. The result is that traditional CBAs tend to recommend technical flood
protection measures for those who are already better off. This leads to critical
questions about fairness, and to opposition against the use of CBAs.

Chapter 2 offers three alternative metrics for valuing flood risk reduction
benefits: the certainty equivalent annual damage (CEAD), the equity weighted
EAD (EWEAD) and the equity weighted CEAD (EWCEAD). These metrics
account for risk aversion and/or income distribution, and hence provide better
estimates of the social welfare value of flood risk and flood risk reduction
compared to the traditional EAD. The choice of one of these metrics depends on
(a) the level of risk-sharing (through e.g. insurance or compensation), (b) the level
of social flood vulnerability, (c) the fairness of the income distribution, and (d) the
extent  to  which income is  already being redistributed in other  ways.  Compared to
traditional flood CBAs, using one of the above metrics in social welfare flood
CBAs is likely to provide different recommendations with respect to for whom to
invest, wherein to invest, and how much to invest, with increased emphasis on
resilience measures for the poor and most vulnerable populations. The chapter ends
by recommending that CBA guidelines should provide better guidance on how risk
aversion and income distribution should be accounted for during project design and
appraisal, and better skills should be developed to integrate these concepts into
social welfare flood CBAs.

Chapter 3, ‘Social Vulnerability in Cost-Benefit Analysis for Flood Risk
Management’, extends the approach for a social welfare flood CBA and tests it in a
case study in Ho Chi Minh City (HCMC), Vietnam. First, three types of financial
protection mechanisms are distinguished whereby social flood vulnerability – the
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consumption loss after a flood relative to income or consumption before the flood –
can be reduced. These are insurance, social protection (e.g., compensation and aid)
and self-protection (e.g., the use of savings or borrowing). Subsequently, three
types of flood risks for individuals are distinguished: (i) collective flood risk,
which applies to the individual’s damage which is covered by others through
insurance or social protection, (ii) recoverable flood risk, which applies when
individuals have the capacity to recover from damage which is not covered by
others, and (iii) catastrophic flood risk, when individuals cannot recover from
damage. These types of flood risks need to be valued in three different ways.
Collective flood risk can be valued using the EAD, at least as long as the damage is
not too extensive for the group across which the damage is spread. For the
valuation of the individual’s recoverable flood risk, the EAD needs to be corrected
with the risk premium and equity weight, in other words, it is valued on the basis of
the EWCEAD. Individual catastrophic risk may lead to lasting poverty, starvation,
migration, bankruptcy and even suicide; this cannot be properly valued in terms of
social welfare. However, the value of statistical life (VoSL) can be used as a proxy.

Implementing  the  social  welfare  approach  in  practice  requires  the
collection and processing of data on how damage is distributed across individuals
with different incomes, and on how individuals are financially protected. This type
of data is usually not available. Traditional flood CBAs ignore this distribution and
(implicitly)  assume  that  all  risks  are  collective,  which,  as  the  HCMC  case  study
demonstrates,  may  underestimate  the  social  welfare  value  of  flood  risk  and  the
benefits of flood risk reduction by as much as a factor of 30. In such cases,
traditional flood CBAs can provide incorrect recommendations for flood risk
management. The chapter ends with recommending that during the preparation of
flood risk management policies or plans, it should be considered how (extreme)
risks are (likely to be) distributed over the population, and it should be investigated
what the options are to provide financial protection for those who are most
vulnerable. Physical flood risk reduction measures can then be identified and
assessed on the basis of the remaining social welfare risk.

Chapter 4, ‘Economically Efficient Flood Protection Standards for the
Netherlands’, discusses the derivation of optimal legal flood protection standards.
In 2011, in a CBA, the discounted sum of dike investments and expected remaining
flood damages were minimized over a long time horizon, taking into account
climate change and socioeconomic development. On the basis of the resulting
optimal dike investment strategy, optimal flood protection standards were derived.
This CBA concluded that the existing flood protection standards for dike ring areas
along the rivers Rhine and Meuse were too low, while the standards in the northern
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and south-western part of the Netherlands were too high.1 This was explained by (i)
the lack of a consistent basis for the existing standards; (ii) improved flood risk
modelling, indicating relatively high potential damages in dike ring areas along the
rivers; and (iii) a novel dike optimisation model. The CBA did not support a
tenfold increase of all standards, which had been recommended by the second
Delta Committee in 2008 and which would cost €11.5 billion. Instead, the CBA
proposed additional investments of €3.7 billion, mainly for the river areas, and
hence would save €7.8 billion.

In 2012, the CBA was accepted by the Dutch government as basis for
legislation. In 2013, the CBA won the 2013 Franz Edelman Award for
Achievements in Operations Research. By revising the legal standards in 2017, the
most important recommendations from the CBA have already been implemented.
However, the recommendation that, by accepting the economically efficient
standards as the basis for legislation, the government should also explicitly assume
responsibility for compensating flood damage, has not been followed. It should be
noted that without compensation, the social flood vulnerability of the Dutch
population is much higher than assumed in the CBA, justifying higher legal flood
protection standards than those decided on in 2017.

Chapter 5, ‘Benefits and Limitations of Real Options Analysis for the
Practice of River Flood Risk Management’, explores the use of real options
analysis (ROA) in a realistic flood risk management context in the Netherlands.
Such an ROA can be used as an extension of a CBA to determine the optimal here-
and-now decision and the value of wait-and-see options, in the context of future
uncertainty.  Hence,  ROA  is  able  to  value  the  flexibility  an  adaptive  flood  risk
management strategy can offer. However, the benefits and limitations of ROA
remain unexplored, because to date ROAs have not been applied in realistic flood
risk management  studies.  By comparing an ROA with a  scenario-based CBA in a

1 In 2017, the legal standards were revised on basis of this CBA and other studies. In the
thesis, ‘existing standards’ refers to legal standards prior to 2017.
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hypothetical example, the chapter demonstrates that ROA can lead to different (and
better) recommendations for flood risk management (FRM), and hence has the
potential  to  increase  efficiency.  A  realistic  case  study  for  the  river  IJssel  reveals
that dike investments should be more robust when the future river discharge is
uncertain, and that the value of future room for the river measures, which are
flexible alternatives for future dike investments, increases when uncertainty about
the future discharge is taken into account. The case study also reveals that there is
too  much  consideration  for  climate  change  as  the  primary  source  for  the
uncertainty about the future river discharge, and too little for other sources of
uncertainty, including developments in policy and science. Real options analyses
are however complex to conduct, and are sometimes refused for using subjective
probabilities for the uncertain scenarios. This general refusal is controversial,
because alternative decision-making methods also require subjective judgements in
order to reach conclusions. The chapter recommends more practical experiments
with  ROA  to  explore  its  real  value  for  flood  risk  management,  and  to  better
acknowledge the factors which contribute to future uncertainty.

Answers to the Research Questions
The main research question of the thesis is: How can a social welfare CBA support
flood risk management decisions in a context of uncertainty? To answer this
question, six sub-questions have been asked .

Q1: How can a social welfare CBA take social flood vulnerability of
individuals into account? Social flood vulnerability for an individual is defined as
the consumption loss due to a flood, as a fraction of consumption or income before
the flood. The higher this fraction, the more vulnerable the individual is. As long as
vulnerability does not exceed a critical threshold, the individual can recover. The
level of vulnerability is then used to determine the value of the risk premium which
has to be added to the expected consumption loss in order to estimate the expected
well-being  loss.  The  derivation  of  the  risk  premium  is  based  on  expected  utility
theory, according to which the marginal utility (or well-being) derived from
consumption decreases. This results in high risk premiums for individuals with
high social flood vulnerability, and hence in relatively high flood risk reduction
benefits for individuals who potentially could lose large fractions of their
consumption due to a flood. If vulnerability exceeds a critical threshold, the
individual cannot recover and floods are catastrophic. The literature associates poor
recovery from floods with lasting poverty, migration, bankruptcy, starvation and
suicide. Such catastrophic risk cannot be properly valued in terms of social welfare,
but the value of statistical life can be used as a proxy.
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Q2: How can a social welfare CBA capture the social welfare benefits of
financial protection measures, such as insurance, social protection and self-
protection, which reduce social flood vulnerability? The definition of social flood
vulnerability takes into account the extent to which flood damage for an individual
actually translates into a consumption loss. This means that the degree to which
individuals are financially protected against the impacts of floods has to be
considered. Financial protection measures can be of three kinds: insurance, social
protection (e.g., compensation and aid) and self-protection (e.g., savings and
borrowing). These measures soften the impact of flood damage on individual
consumption, by spreading the damage over a group of people, and/or in time. In
this way, financial protection measures reduce social flood vulnerability. This
reduces the value of the risk premium and/or the value of catastrophic risk, which
are  part  of  the  risk  to  social  welfare.  Hence,  in  a  social  welfare  flood  CBA,  the
social welfare benefits of financial protection measures can be determined, and the
benefits and costs of these measures can be compared with those of traditional,
technical flood risk reduction measures.

Q3: Does a social welfare CBA lead to different policy recommendations
for flood risk management, compared to a traditional CBA? Compared to
traditional flood CBAs, social welfare flood CBAs assign higher values to
‘financial’ flood risk reduction benefits for individuals with low income and high
social flood vulnerability. This leads to different policy recommendations with
respect  to  the  questions  for  whom  to  invest,  wherein  to  invest  and  how  much  to
invest.  This  is  demonstrated  in  a  case  study  for  New Atlantis,  where  –  given  the
assumption of a budget restriction – a social welfare flood CBA recommends
protecting the poorest district Canal, whereas a traditional flood CBA recommends
protecting the richest district Beach. This difference is also demonstrated in the
case  study  for  the  Netherlands,  where  it  is  illustrated  that  a  social  welfare  flood
CBA leads to higher optimal flood protection standards compared to a traditional
flood CBA.

Q4: Can a social welfare CBA for flood risk management be put into
practice? Social  welfare  flood  CBAs  should  be  put  into  practice,  even  if  more
general indicators have to be used as proxy for social flood vulnerability.
Continuing with traditional flood CBAs will continue to disadvantage especially
the poor and most vulnerable populations, which is socially undesirable and unfair.
It also means that the wider objective of maximizing social welfare cannot be
achieved. Collecting relevant data, especially on how (potential) flood damage is
distributed across a population with different incomes, and on the different levels
of financial protection for this population, is challenging. Available census and
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national household living standard survey data can be used in combination with
Monte Carlo techniques to provide first order estimates of the aggregate social
welfare benefits of flood risk reduction for communities. In projects, more detailed
socioeconomic data on these aspects can be collected through surveys and
modelling. The expression for the utility function and its parameter values are not
well known and CBA guidelines should assist by recommending or standardizing
these functions and values. Difficulties remain in terms of how to define the critical
threshold for social flood vulnerability, which determines when floods become
catastrophic, as well as with regard to the value of the catastrophic risk. A social
welfare flood CBA is, at least to some extent, feasible in practice.

Q5: How can a social welfare CBA be used to determine economically
efficient flood protection standards? A  social  welfare  flood  CBA  can  be  used  to
derive economically efficient (or ‘optimal’) flood protection standards, after some
pragmatic assumptions have been made. The economically efficient standards for
the Netherlands were derived on the basis of an optimal dike investment strategy.
The CBA assumed that dikes were the cheapest measures, which made it
unnecessary to monetize the co-benefits (such as nature and spatial quality) of
costlier alternatives; this monetization is often difficult and/or controversial. The
CBA also assumed that individuals would be financially protected by the
government. The CBA used one climate change scenario and indicated that the
optimal standards were not very sensitive to other climate scenarios. It also
demonstrated that the optimal standards were very sensitive to the assumed
socioeconomic scenario, and proposed to use a middle scenario to base the
standards on. The CBA of the optimal protection standards needed detailed data on
flood probabilities, flood damages, the costs of dikes and future scenarios. The
uncertainty in the data is considerable and was taken into account by means of an
extensive Monte Carlo analysis.

Q6: How can a social welfare CBA be used to value adaptive river flood
risk management strategies, if the future is uncertain? In this thesis, a real options
analysis was used as an extension of a social welfare CBA to value the flexibility
and robustness of different flood risk management strategies along the river IJssel,
in a context where there is uncertainty about the value of the future design river
discharge. The ROA identified the optimal size of those ‘here-and-now’ dike
investments and provided the option values of additional future ‘wait-and-see’
room for the river measures. The ROA needed probabilities for the uncertain future
discharge scenarios, which were based on a statistical analysis of the most
important factors contributing to the future discharge uncertainty, which required
subjective choices and expert judgement. The ROA turned out to be
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computationally complex, but delivered different conclusions compared to a
scenario-based CBA: first, the here-and-now dike investments should be more
robust when uncertainty is taken into account in an ROA, and second, taking future
room for the river measures into account offers flexibility and hence the value of
room for the river increases in an ROA.

Overall Conclusions and Recommendations
Cost-benefit analysis is the only support tool for public investment decisions which
has a solid scientific foundation, which is welfare economics. If implemented
properly according to the principles of welfare economics, it is a very valuable tool
to support authorities in making their decisions on how to invest billions of US
dollars in flood risk management wisely. This, however, requires sufficient
commitment,  money,  trained  staff  and  relevant  data  collection,  as  well  as  a
pragmatic approach to CBA. A CBA which does not adhere to basic welfare
economics principles can, at least in theory, cause more harm than good. This
could be the case if flood risk in areas with poor people increases, as a result of a
flood  protection  project  recommended  by  a  traditional  flood  CBA  for  areas  with
wealthier inhabitants. In a traditional flood CBA based on the EAD, this project
may be justified if the risk reduction for the richer people exceeds the risk increase
for the poor people. However, in a social welfare CBA for the same project based
on  the  EWCEAD,  the  risk  increase  for  the  poor  people  may  exceed  the  risk
reduction for the richer people and hence may result in a net social welfare loss.

However, CBAs are not free from value judgements either and cannot
provide fully objective policy recommendations for flood risk management. This
implies that CBA guidelines have at least two roles: first, to give advice on how to
integrate concepts such as risk aversion, social vulnerability, equity and future
uncertainty into the CBA, and second, when subjective choices have to be made in
a CBA, that those are made in a consistent way across the whole country’s or
donor’s project portfolio. It should be noted that part of these subjective choices
represents ethical, moral or political beliefs. These include the definition of social
welfare and the extent to which the current income distribution in a country is
perceived as ‘fair’.

Notwithstanding the issue of subjectivity, in this thesis I have indicated
how CBAs and CBA guidelines can be advanced such that they provide better
recommendations, which are more equitable, more sustainable and more efficient,
and which are better aligned with welfare economics.
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Future Research
Additional research may be used to improve or validate the research methods. This
includes the complex relationship between flood damage, individual consumption
losses and catastrophic losses. Future research is recommended to collect relevant
data on these aspects, for example by comparing pre- and post-disaster households
and communities in terms of different socioeconomic aspects and their level of
recovery. This will enable better modelling of the social welfare impacts of floods
in the future.

More experiments are warranted to make the ROA approach less complex.
A wider acknowledgement of the different sources of future uncertainty is
warranted than the uncertainty presented by climate change and socioeconomic
scenarios alone.


